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Abstract
In this paper we will compute the integral closures of certain ideals generated by regular
sequences which are generically good. The Cohen{Macaulayness of the normalized Rees algebras
associated to those ideals will be also proved. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13B22; 13A30; 13H10
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a method for computing the integral closures
of certain ideals generated by regular sequences which are generically good. Let A =
k<X; Y; Z = be the formal power series ring over a eld k. Let p be a prime ideal in A
generated by the maximal minors of the matrix 
X  Y 
0
Z
0
Y  Z X 
0
!
;
where ; ; ; 0; 0 and 0 are all positive integers. For example, the dening ideals of
space monomial curves: X = tn1 ; Y = tn2 and Z = tn3 with gcd fn1; n2; n3g = 1 can be
expressed in that way (cf. [4]) and such ideals have been studied by many authors in
dierent contexts (e.g. [1,2,5,6,9]). We put a= Z+
0 −X 0Y 0 ; b=X +0 − Y Z0 and
c=Y +
0 −X Z. Then p=(a; b; c)A. Let J =(a; b)A. We aim to prove the following:
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Theorem 1.1. The integral closure J n is equal to
J n−1  (a; b; fX iZjc j i; j  0 and i=0 + j=0  1g)A
for all n  1 and the Rees algebra R( J ) is a Cohen{Macaulay ring.
Throughout this paper, we denote by U the integral closure of an ideal U in a ring R.
For a module M over R; lR(M) is the length of M . The multiplicity of M with respect
to U is denoted by eU(M). We set AsshR M=fP 2 AssR M j dim R=P=dimR Mg, where
AssR M is the set of associated primes of M .
2. J nAP for P in AssA A=J
We begin with the following.
Lemma 2.1. (X 
0
; Z
0
)c J:
Proof. Because X a + Y 
0
b + Z
0
c = 0 and Y a + Zb + X 
0
c = 0, so Z
0
c 2 J and
X 
0
c 2 J . Thus we get the assertion.
Lemma 2.2. AssA A=J =AsshA A=J = fp; qg; where q = (X; Z)A.
Proof. Because a; b is a regular sequence in A, so AssA A=J = AsshA A=J . Obviously,
fp; qgAsshA A=J . Now we take any P 2 AsshA A=J . If X 2 P, then Z 2 P as a =
Z+
0 − X 0Y 0 2 J P, and so P = q . If X 62 P, then c 2 J as X 0c 2 J P by
Lemma 2.1, and consequently we get P = p.
Lemma 2.3. For all n  1; we have
J nAp = J nAp
and
J nAq = J n−1  (fX iZj j i; j  0 and i=0 + j=0  1g)Aq :
Proof. Because X 62 p, we have c 2 JAp by Lemma 2.1. Hence JAp = pAp, which
implies the rst equality. On the other hand, as c 62 q , we have (X 0 ; Z0)Aq  JAq
by Lemma 2.1. The converse inclusion is obvious, so that we see JAq = (X 
0
; Z
0
)Aq .
Therefore, as is well known, JAq=(fX iZj j i; j  0 and i=0+j=0  1g)Aq . Because Aq
is a two-dimensional regular local ring, we get the last assertion (cf. [10, Appendix 5]
or [7, 3.7]).
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Lemma 3.1. Let i; j be non-negative integers with i=0 + j=0  1. Then X iZjc 2 J .
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Proof. As (X iZjc)
00 2 (X 0; Z0)i0+j0 c00 and as i0+j0  00, we get (X iZjc)00 2
J 
00 by Lemma 2.1. Hence X iZjc 2 J .
Let I = (a; b; fX iZjc j i; j  0 and i=0 + j=0  1g)A. Notice J  I  J .
Lemma 3.2. A=I is a Cohen{Macaulay ring.
Proof. It is enough to show eYA(A=I) = lA(A=YA + I). Because J  I  J , we have
AsshA A=I = fp; qg by Lemma 2.2. Then, by the additive formula of multiplicity (cf.
[8, (23.5)]),
eYA(A=I) = lAp(Ap=IAp)  eYA(A=p) + lAq (Aq =IAq)  eYA(A=q):
Obviously,
lAp (Ap=IAp) = eYA(A=q) = 1
and
eYA(A=p) = lA(A=Y A+ p):
Let B = k<X; Z = and K = (fX iZj j i; j  0 and i=0 + j=0  1g)B. It is easy to see that
IAq =KAq and KAq is qAq -primary, which implies lAq (Aq =IAq) = lB(B=K). Therefore,
eYA(A=I) = lA(A=YA+ p) + lB(B=K):
In order to compute lA(A=YA+ I), we consider the exact sequence
0! YA+ p=YA+ I ! A=YA+ I ! A=YA+ p ! 0:
Because
YA+ p
YA+ I
= (Z
+0; X +
0
; X Z)B
(Z+0; X +0)B+ X ZK
= X
ZB
(Z+0; X +0)B \ X ZB+ X ZK
and
(Z+
0
; X +
0
)B \ X ZB= (X Z+0; X +0Z)BX ZK;
we get YA+ p=YA+ I = X ZB=X ZK = B=K . Therefore,
lA(A=YA+ I) = lA(A=YA+ p) + lB(B=K):
Thus, we get the required equality.
Lemma 3.3. A=J nI is Cohen{Macaulay for all n  0.
Proof. Because J n=J n+1 is A=J -free, so J n=J nI = J n=J n+1 ⊗A A=I is A=I -free. Hence,
considering the exact sequence 0! J n=J nI ! A=J nI ! A=J n ! 0, we get the assertion
by Lemma 3.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let n  1. By Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3 we have AssA A=J n−1I =
fp; qg. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 both p and q do not support J n=J n−1I . Hence
J n=J n−1I as AssA J n=J n−1I AssA A=J n−1I . Obviously, J n−1I  I n J n, so I n=J n−1I .
In particular, I 2 = JI . As A=I is Cohen{Macaulay by Lemma 3.2, we see that the Rees
algebra R(I) is Cohen{Macaulay by [3, (26.12)], and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is
completed.
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